INTRODUCTION
Several types of pathologies, e.g. cancer 1 , cardiovascular 2, 3 , renal 4, 5 , hepatic 6, 7 , etc, are associated with modified inflammatory response in organism. The inflammatory response is based on the interaction between specific sub-populations of monocytes and lymphocytes [8] [9] [10] . Each type of disease modifies these interactions leading to certain pattern recognition for individual sub-populations, which are specifically activated and modified at the molecular level [8] [9] [10] [11] . In this context, monocytes can be recognized and identified by the presence or absence of specific biomarkers, such as the cluster of differentiation (CD), well known as targets for immunophenotyping of cells. These markers are used to associate cells with certain immune functions and specific diseases. Although such specific interactions are known for most diseases, current diagnosis methods used are laborious and expensive. Moreover, none of the clinical accessible methods gives a rapid recognition of cellular changes at the molecular level. The development of new methods to detect early molecular changes in different tissues without invasive intervention is therefore very important in clinical diagnosis. Some of them proved the effectiveness in detecting local molecular changes such as contrast-enhanced ultrasound or imaging molecule-associated endothelial activation. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound present the benefit of quantitatively evaluate, e.g. tumor angiogenesis-associated molecules using labeled micro-bubbles 12, 13 . For example, imaging molecule-associated endothelial activation after a high shear stress 14, 15 is applied, shows a high application potential towards detection of earlier atherosclerotic lesions. Other classical methods have known huge development, as positron emission tomography imaging 16 , computer tomography or magnetic resonance imaging 17, 18 . For instance, most electron microscopes investigate the morphology of delicate specimens under vacuum, after staining with a heavy metal compound such as osmium tetroxide or uranyl acetate. The ability of staining reagents to stain the soft tissues is difficult to be controlled, and therefore electron microscopy studies deal primarily with sample preparation and handling, which is a key issue to recording artifact-free images. However, these are expensive and did not pass the experimental stage. In the last 20 years, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has emerged as a powerful technique for biological research giving ultrahigh resolution structural information and allowing measurements of molecular forces at the single molecule level 19, 20 . It is well known that AFM becomes more and more popular into cell biology monitoring any modifications at micro-and nano-level in cell biology 21 . Compared to other analytical like focusedion-beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-e-SEM) and clinical methods such as flow cytometry, AFM is an accessible tool providing multiple morphological information such as surface topography and volume of cells, surface and intracellular modifications, etc. Currently, effort is spent to support diagnosis in an early stage, by using nano-diagnosis tools, among which AFM is aimed to 22 . Moreover, quantitative changes of the cell membrane, such as elasticity, permeability and antigen presentation can rigorously be determined [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Together, all these data differentiate between disease activated-and normal-living cells. In general, established sample preparation protocols are mandatory for AFM analysis. This includes (i) isolation of specific sub-population which usually makes use of advanced lab methods, such as flow cytometry sorting, (ii) substrate immobilization on glass or functionalized substrates. These steps are labeled intensive thereby being time consuming, and therefore rather costly. Therefore, herein a new rapid method based on concomitant isolation and fixation of living specific blood cell-type is proposed. Since all the methods are focused on tissue investigations, many cancer diagnostics are based on the existence of specific cells in the blood stream. Our new method has a great potential to be implemented as an efficient clinical diagnostic tool with a low cost and rapid results. It involves a bare surface of freshly cleaved mica surface, which offers the instant isolation of the target cell and a concomitant immobilization thus enabling a direct AFM analysis. Since the treatment which started in early stages, before clinical symptoms appeared, improve significantly the prognostic and the development of disease, finding new rapid analytical tools of molecular diagnosis are of a great clinical importance. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS

RESULTS
Monocyte morphology in isotonic conditions
The CD14 labeled cellular suspension was carefully attached to the freshly cleaved mica surface and mounted to the AFM sample stage, as described in material and methods section. Individual monocyte blood cells were consistently found to adhere firmly to the underlying mica substrate and were unaffected under imaging conditions (stable to prolonged scanning). Monocytes were investigated by means of ScanAsyst mode AFM under liquid conditions ( Figure 1A ). The landscape of the monocyte surface revealed in the 3D-topology image shows a rough surface next to possible cell debrides. The investigated CD14 marked cell appears to have an elongated shape with a higher topology in the center developing lower to the peripheral region ( Figure  1B) .
InPhase image illustrates a high contrast color gradient between two darker, circular domain structures and the brighter area assigns the membrane cell structure next to portions from the cells, which represents the micro-beads onto the cell membrane ( Figure 1C) . The mean size of these features is approximately 250 nm, representing aggregates of micro-beads (with a nominal size of 60 nm, according to the manufacturer). Topological variation of the cell membrane can off-line be extracted from the height map analysis by drawing a line across the investigated features ( Figure 1D ). In addition, a comparison between topology and InPhase variation indicates that the beads are located fairly on top of the cell membrane rather being embedded into the membrane structure of the cell (Figure 1E) , and did not change the top surface topology of cells. However, the beads positioned at the cell-substrate interface may deform the monocyte shape, presumably elongating their shape upon adsorption.
Fine structural details at the membraneaqueous liquid interface are in general more easily observed in the PeakForce error map ( Figure 1F ) compared to in the height image ( Figure 1G) . The PeakForce error map illustrates that the monocytes appear to have an irregular structure, prominently rough and ruffle with a typical cross-striation and a step-like morphology.
Morphometric parameters of monocytes under isotonic conditions
The envelope template of individual monocyte attached onto the planar support can be represented in different ways such as: (i) 3D-topography, a real topology visualization given by the Nanoscope software, (ii) by assembling each line profile sectioning along the monocyte until a full profile is obtained, as well as (iii) more advanced computational programs. We applied the second approach and importing each line profile as ASCII files in a successive order into Origin 7 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA, USA) (Figure 2A) . The labeled -cell shapes have a mean high aspect ratio value of approximately 3, as being determined by the ratio between major and minor axis. A systematic estimation of the mean value of the cell size is represented in histogram in Figure 2B . The mean value of elliptical type monocytes has the major axis size approximately 15 µm, whereas the mean value of the minor axis is approximately 5 µm. The cell volume can be drawn from bearing analysis. Estimated bearing volume is approximately 70 fl correponding to a maximum bearing area of about 100 % (Figure 2C ).
Monocytes morphology under hyperosmotic stress conditions
Monocytes suspended in hypertonic solution displays an unusual shape ( Figure 3A, Figure 3B ). Salt affects not only the morphology of the cell membrane but also their surface roughness.
Though a small step height value of approximately 0.4 m is obtained in case of monocytes in hypertonic solution compared to 1.1m in isotonic solution (Figure 3C) , smaller values of cell volume are computed in case of hypertonic compared to isotonic solution ( Figure  3D) . The cell volume can be drawn from the bearing analysis. The bearing volume is about 47 fl for a constant bearing area of 100 %. This value weights the average value over 6 image boxes (Table 1, Figure 3E ).
The volume value computed with the bearing analysis tool is in line with roughness and step height parameters. Therefore, next to surface roughness and step height parameters, the bearing analysis provides relevant values of the geometrical parameters like bearing volume. A higher resolution image of the membrane cell surface shows characteristic circular-shape concave structures of approximately 300 nm (pink marked points, Figure  3F ). Although the measurments are conducted under a minimal force (soft tapping conditions), small prolognated features appears as a consequence of tip-cell membrane interaction as shown previously 29, 30 .
Roughness Analysis
Local variations of surface topology are expressed as mean values of two roughness parameters: root mean square, Rq, and arithmetic average of absolute height difference values, Ra, (Eq. 1 and 2). Rq represents the height deviations from the mean image data plane expressed as:
where: Zi represents the current z values, N number of points within the box cursor.
It is particularly observed that hypertonic solution affects the morphology of monocytes displaying a rougher surface compared to isotonic solution. The roughness values of the membrane surface at the interface of two different aqueous liquids demonstrate for such complicated biological interfaces the local rearrangement of the cell membrane when in contact with different types of liquids. This phenomenon is observed in InPhase images displayed in Figure 3A , Figure 3B . The use of Ra and Rq as a measurement of cell surface status is likely to reflect the status of the cell surface exposed to different external stimuli. The estimation of the roughness of a cell surface (Rq, Ra) provides information regarding the cell behavior to external stimuli, their dynamics in different microenvironments, cell development stage, etc. 31 . The image is corrected by applying the 1 st order fitting functions after that the investigated object is excluded from fitting, followed by calculation of two surface roughness parameters, Ra and Rq. Thus, it enables a corrected determination of geometrical parameters of the cells (size, height, volume, aspect ratio, etc). A threshold height value of 150 nm and 100 nm for cells in isotonic and hypertonic solutions, respectively, provided the 
Roughness parameters Monocytes in isotonic Monocytes in hypertonic
Rq (nm) 34 ± 8% 85 ± 12% Ra (nm) 27 ± 6% 55 ± 15%
Bearing area % 100 100
Bearing volume (µm 3 ) 70 ± 15% 47 ± 17 %
Step height (µm) 1.1 ± 12% 0.4 ± 18% roughness estimation of the cells. The collected mean roughness values are presented in Table 1 .
DISCUSSION
In the last decades, the clinical diagnostic has made a considerable progress. New efficient devices, such as computer tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), have been developed and improved, enabling a higher resolution for a better accuracy of diagnostic. Nevertheless, many pathological situations do not permit an imagistic approach diagnostic. An extended inflammatory condition, such as in chronic diseases or cancer, induces changes in circulating immune cells, with significant late effects on tissues and organs. These changes can be revealed only after elaborated and timeconsuming laboratory analysis.
In the present study, we describe an ultra-rapid non-invasive clinical nano-diagnostic method based on a detailed blood cells characterization. The method is based on the combination of a rapid blood preparation using small sample volume and a direct visualization of different levels of cell structures followed by the quantification of morphometrical parameters of blood human monocytes.
The rational of the present nano-technology method development: (i) to quantify its potential to characterizing and discriminating the blood cells and (ii) to investigate cell dynamics under external stimuli. This study may lunch further mechanism understandings and optimizations for prognosis and prevention of any blood-related disorders, particularly on diagnosis and profiling the inflammatory modifications at different degrees level. Beyond imaging, AFM provides a "real time" study of living organisms, emerging multifunctional application tools such as: morphology, molecular forces 19, 20 and mechanical properties 32, 33 . However, AFM requires the immobilization of the cells on bare surfaces, which may influence the cell morphology 34 . At the moment, cultured cells on dishes, chemical fixation with glutaraldehyde/ formalin, or mechanical immobilization using gels or porous membrane require precautions when scanning to avoid cell damage or detachment during analysis 35, 36 . Since sample preparation is a key issue for cell analysis, our method using antibody-conjugated magnetic beads, instantaneously isolates and immobilizes the human blood monocytes on a predetermined surface. In this way, we simplify the method called "Ephesia" 26 , providing the cells directly to the analysis. Our method also avoids a high magnetic field, which is described to change the plasma membrane structure and to reorganize the cytoskeletal components 37 . By isolating, immobilizing and washing the cells in one step, we significantly shorten the time for sample preparation, which does not exceed 5 minutes. Even the following measurements on AFM can require longer time and expertise at the beginning, for diagnostic purpose a fully automatic system to analyse cell 21 can be combined and developed 32, 33 . Currently, the clinical diagnostic is based on the morphology of the cells, stained with specific antibodies, using conventional microscopic techniques. Herein, we integrate the immunohistological characterization (labelled magnetic beads) in the first step, which also represents an advantage over the other methods. Moreover, AFM can offer a high resolution, combined with precise calculation of different morphological parameters, which can not be achieved by other microscopy tools or human eye. Nevertheless, AFM can provide a large platform of information, from which only several parameters are selected to characterizing the cell, such as volume, roughness, step height and aspect ratio ( Table 1) . A multitude of data emphasize that these parameters are sufficient to differentiate between cells in normal and pathological states.
A current hurdle in the evaluation of cellular morphology is the lack of possibilities to import directly the property image such as geometrical parameters and surface data (roughness, height variation, etc.) into a single application. However, zrange data and section analysis tool enable the quantification of geometrical parameters such as size, shape, volume, aspect ratio, etc and to demonstrate their dependence on external stimuli. The spatial (x,y and z) co-ordinates of each pixel of 3D-image of cells in iso-and hyper-tonic conditions allow a good estimation of the immobilized cells. Thus, the total cell volume represents the sum over all pixel-defined columns.
The shape of monocytes is usually round or oval. Due to the immobilization with magnetic beads, the shape of the labeled cell is elliptical (Figure 1) . Equivalent studies, using fixation with glutaraldehide 38 , showed also ovoid form of the cells, however, a significant reduced volume (almost two orders of magnitude), which definitively induces changes in surface topography 38 . Nevertheless, differences in volume and surface microstructure of the peripheral blood monocytes are detectable after activation in pathologic conditions 38, 39 . For example uremia induces a significant increase of monocyte volume, mean height and surface roughness compared with healthy volunteers 38 . Although cell volume and step height are important parameters, the surface roughness is the most relevant parameter, which is able to finely differentiate between a normal and pathological state of the cell. The roughness combined with complex cell membrane structure 40, 41 can not be analyzed with other microscopy techniques, but can precisely be quantified by means of AFM.
In the last years, many studies demonstrate the importance of the roughness in characterizing the cell morphology, corresponding to a specific function or state. The estimation of the roughness of a cell surface (Rq, Ra) provides information regarding the cell behavior to external stimuli, their dynamics in different micro-environments, cell development stage, etc. Furthermore, surface roughness can be used to monitor the response of cells to signaling molecule. Floated cells present a higher roughness compared with adherent cells 42 . Similarly, T-lymphocytes in thyroid associated ophtalmopathy show a higher diameter and roughness compared with control group 43 . For example, drugs as paclitaxel modify the roughness of epithelia cells 44 , or aldosteron remodel the plasma membrane of cardiomyocytes 45 . Moreover, cell membrane is sensitive to changes of environmental conditions, such as salt, pH, ionic strength, etc. Cells are shrinking or swelling, depending on suspension ion concentration, thus affecting their geometrical parameters 46 . In the present study, roughness in
• Concomitant immunohistological, morphological and functional analysis of blood monocytes • Morpho-parameters describing the behavior of the living cells in normal and stress conditions • Early stages detection of pathological changes at molecular level contrast to volume of cells is smaller when they are studied in isotonic compared to hypertonic solution. A decreased hydrated volume of monocytes induces a shrinkage of the interfacial membrane such that higher roughness is developed. Concomitently, the bearing analysis providing bearing volume is a relevant geometrical parameter. Therefore, we conclude that the parameters calculated in isotonic and hypertonic conditions, as a measure a cellular stress, provide valuable information about the state of the cell, differentiating between normal and pathological behaviour. In the present study, the scan speed of full frame is estimated at 7 min per frame (20 µm x 20 µm), however, this can be reduced for future diagnosis, by optimizing working parameters.
Besides morphological features, mechanical characterization can be included as a descriptive parameter. There are many studies describing changes in stiffness of the cells in pathological conditions. For example, lymphocytes from patients with chronic lymphoblastic leukemia show lower stiffness 27 , B-cell changes the mechanical responce when stimulated with antigens 25 , mechanical strenght is able to regulate the T-cell 19 and T cell responsiveness 23 . However, additional detailed studies are required to include machanical properties as valuable parameters in the charactherization of cell condition.
Conclusions
Our study offers a rapid tandem method based on the immunohistological, morphological and functional assessment of blood monocytes. The cell morphology is profiling on a careful selected morpho-parameters, as being assigned possible diagnosis parameters, such as surface roughness, height step, volume and aspect ratio. These parameters are describing the behavior of the living cells in normal and under stress conditions, and therefore can finely differentiate between the normal and pathological states. Such novel and rapid nanodiagnosis tools may constitute a "turning point" in prevention and disease detection from early stages until clinical symptoms appear, conveying towards valuable and indispensable clinical tool.
